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BUDGET WORKSHEET
   CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

Version 04/08/2016 FY 2017 BUDGET CHANGE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

        Academic Affairs

Base Budget Reallocation

"Running" "Running" Funding Source Strategic

Budget Request Description Priority Base Budget Total Reallocation Total for Reallocation Objective Summary of Impact (Brief Statement)

PC# Index

ESS002

Student Work: Tutors, Supplemental Instructors, 

Study Group Leaders, e-Tutor (Average hourly 

salary is $11.52 based  on the new BOR Student 

Work Rates for next year) 1 63,360 63,360 63,360 63,360 ACAF01 3.4

These funds allow us to continue all existing academic support programs within The Learning Center.  Without these funds, the Peer 

Tutoring program for math, statistics, chemistry and physics will be eliminated.  The Learning Center has needed "one time" funding 

since 2007.  The request this year reflects an increase in student wages and a decrease in work study funding.  Work study funds 

provided 26% of the tutor funding in 2011/12; This support plummeted to less than 1% in the fall of 2014.  (Note:  91.4% of the base 

budget for TLC is already committed to student work.) 

GRAD01 -  

- FYE Funds to support FYE program redesign 2 15,000 78,360 15,000 78,360 ACAF01 2.6

In order to implement the work of the FYE redesign support is necessary for a GA, training and stipend for faculty teaching the new 

course and software licenses.

GRAD01 Animal Care Facility (2016-2017) 3 7,475 85,835 7,475 85,835 ACAF01 4.2

An annual budget (2016-2017) for Animal Care might include: Vet’s Stipend, Care Coordinator Stipend, Health Monitoring (2 animals 

in each room each year), Gloves (required by OLAW), (Emergency) Food and bedding, soap for a minimal colony (thriving colony 

costs typically paid by cage-charges to the user), CO2 gas use and canister rental (for euthanasia), Carcass removal (medical 

waste).

GRAD01 University Assistant (UA) for CTFLD 4 20,000 105,835 20,000 105,835 ACAF01 3.2

The  UA would be responsible for the Center for Teaching and Faculty Development.  This individual would work with Dean of 

Graduate Studies to run the Center.  The person would be responsible for organizing events, coordinating the Learning Community 

Groups, and the physical presence of the center scheduled for the library.

BMS001

Stipend to animal care coordinator who manages 

the animal facility which operates on a 12 month 

cycle. 5 2,000 107,835 2,000 107,835 ACAF01 4.2

1000 is a stipend for winter break and the other 1000 for the summer months. BMS maintains a large colony of mice for use in our 

Genetics program and a smaller colony of rats for use in our physiology courses and laboratories.  Care of these animals is 

obviously demanding and these funds compensate animal care coordinator for the portions of the year when classes are not in 

session.

ADMS01 Marketing and Out of State Travel 6 40,000 147,835 40,000 147,835 ACAF01 1.2 To support marketing and out of state travel

GRAD01 Marketing of Graduate Programs 7 30,000 177,835 30,000 177,835 ACAF01 1.2 To support marketing of graduate programs

52125 BUSN01 Associate Dean of the School of Business 8 120,000 297,835 120,000 297,835

PC#52125  
+Salary Savings 

(PC#52968) 4.5

SOB     Associate Dean of the School of Business (PC#52125, $92,045 + Salary $27,955 = $120,000)  This position is necessary 

for the School of Business. It was position in the school until 08/01/2009).  Fund through reallocation of PR#52125 and salary 

saving. 

52675 REGS01 Registrar's - Unit Supervisor 9 66,764 364,599 66,764 364,599 PC#52675 4.5

Academic Affairs     (PC#52675)   Request approval to refill.  This position has been the primary contact for students, faculty, and 

staff who interact with the Registrar’s Office with questions and concerns about the registration process, including the 

supervision/hiring/training of up to 15 student employees.   

52513 PLAN01

The Secretary in Office Institutional Research & 

Assessment (OIRA) 10 69,795 434,394 69,795 434,394 PC#52513 4.5

OIRA     (PC#52513)    The Secretary in Office Institutional Research & Assessment (OIRA) (PC#52513, $69,795).                                       

Request approval to refill.   The administrative assistant has a variety of duties that extend well beyond typical office functions. Some 

of the more complex and time-consuming responsibilities include compiling and coordinating the collection of data for the CCSU 

strategic plan, all of the college guidebooks and surveys the office completes, maintains the office website, and helps manage 

assessment activities. The administrative assistant position is the sole support for all assessment activities in the office.  Filling this 

position is critical for the functioning of this office.

52477 EDLD01 Asst./Assoc. Professor 11 117,299 551,693 117,299 551,693 PC# 52477 4.5

SPES   (PC# 52477)    Incumbent has announced retirement. Request authorization to reallocate the position from the Department 

of Educational Leadership, Policy and Instructional Technology to the Department of Nursing and to make an emergency hire for the 

2016-17 academic year. The Department of Nursing currently expends 23.25 credits of part-time lecturing costs to cover load 

resulting from a previous retirement in nursing that was refilled. This appointment will bring increased stability and consistency to an 

area of high student demand.

53006 EDUC01 Project Assistant 12 74,992 626,685 74,992 626,685 PC#53006 4.5 SEPS     (PC#53006)    Request approval to refill. Coordinate Taskstream (new assessment system), SEPS.

52192 EDUC01 Administrative Assistant 13 69,795 696,480 69,795 696,480 PC#52192 4.5 SEPS     (PC#52192)    Request approval to refill. This person is the Admin. Asst to the dean (direct support).

53201 ENGL01 Assistant Professor 14 85,191 781,671 85,191 781,671 PC#53201 4.5

CLASS   ENG (PC53201)   Request emergency hire for 2016-17.   Poetry position. Necessary for creative writing minor.  There are 

150 students enrolled in the creative writing minor courses which are filled to capactity. I do not know how many are minors at this 

time. There are 43 minors in the creative writing track and of course the poetry professor teaches courses for English majors.  . 

89023 MATH01 Assistant Professor 15 64,473 846,144 64,473 846,144 PC#89023 4.5

SEST     (PC#89023)    Request emergency hire for 2016-17.   Emergency hire.  Incumbent not renewed. With the increase in 

demand from engineering, we lack the math faculty to cover advanced courses. Without this line, we estimate that 90 students 

could face delayed graduation while waiting to take required courses.  

52109 ECON01 Assistant Professor 16 68,741 914,885 68,741 914,885 PC#52109 4.5

CLASS  ECON (PC#52109) Incumbent has announced resignation. Request emergency appointment to teach eight required 

economics courses next year and help advise growing number of majors. 

52918 LIBR01 Digital Projects Developer 17 85,024 999,909 85,024 999,909 PC#52918 4.5 LIBR01  (PC#52918) This position is integral to developing web-based and digital materials for the library.

52959 REGS01 Office Assistant 18 53,663 1,053,572 53,663 1,053,572 PC#55959 4.5

Academic Affairs     (PC#52959) The Office Assistant will be retiring effective 06/01/2016 after 33 years of service to the State of 

Connecticut.  This position is responsible for customer service, transcript production, and records maintenance for half of the 

alphabet (both current undergraduate and graduate students and alumni). the budgeted value of $53,663 and a refill at the Office 

Assistant level would likely be made at or near the starting salary of $40,901, resulting in salary savings of approximately $13,000 to 

the university.

52921 RETN02

Refill  departing Administrative Assistant position 

with an Assistant  Director (Admin III) at a lower 

salary. 19 52,489 1,106,061 52,489 1,106,061 PC#52921 4.5

The Academic Center for Student Athletes is requesting to refill of their departing Administrative Assistant line (PC#52921) with an 

Assistant Director position at a lower salary. This change will allow for the office to maintain effective and efficient academic support 

for the football program and select “at-risk” students.  A Secretary II position was granted to the office previously to absorb the 

existing AA duties. This change will allow for a savings of $17,306 in salary ($69,795 - $52,489 = $17,306).

53097 GRAD01

Upgrade in the School of Graduate Studies 

Secretary I to Secretary II 20 7,036 1,113,097 7,036 1,113,097

PC#53097  
+Salary Savings 

(PC#107190) 4.5

GRAD01   Secretary in School of Graduate Studies (PC#53097, need increase $7,036 to part-time position.) Add five hours to the 

work schedule of Graduate Secretary and upgrade her to Sec. II to reflect new responsibilities
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Base Budget Reallocation

"Running" "Running" Funding Source Strategic

Budget Request Description Priority Base Budget Total Reallocation Total for Reallocation Objective Summary of Impact (Brief Statement)

PC# Index

52761 ESS002 Upgrade Secretary I to Secretary II 21 1,778 1,114,875 1,778 1,114,875

PC#52761                 
+Salary Savings 

(PC#52987) 4.2

ESS002   The Learning Center administration and service provision has grown in scope and volume. It provides invaluable service to 

the department.  In addition to "typical" Secretary I responsibilities, she oversees the placement testing process, manages complex 

trouble shooting from parent calls and visits, and is, in general, the lynch pin for our entire operation. ($1,778)

ACAF01 Student Worker Minimum - Pay Increase 22 161,283 1,276,158 0 1,114,875 NEW 3.1., 3.4. Consecutive increase are in 2016 and 2017 where the minimum pay rate are $9.60 and will be $10.10.

ACAF01 Part-Time Lecturers Budget (AAUP) 23 291,623 1,567,781 0 1,114,875 NEW 4.5

A 5% budget increase is needed to cover contractual raises for AAUP faculty - Summer 2015 - 5% (unknown increase in Summer 

2016)  ($5,832,467 x 5%) 

Below the line Reductions

"Running" Strategic

PC# Index Description PC# Value Fringes DPS/OE Total Total Priority Objective Summary of Impact

FY2017 Possible Reduction of $2,465,049

FY2016-17 Salary savings (632,481) (189,744) (822,225) (822,225) (1) Savings $682,269       (-$29,663-$7,036-$1,778+$17,306)

52534 LIBR01 LIBR - Office Assistant (52,100) (23,445) (75,545) (897,770) (2) LIBR (PC#52534)        on-hold

52387 ENGL01 CLASS - English - Assistant Professor  (62,000) (27,900) (89,900) (987,670) (3) CLASS (PC#52387)    on-hold  

52327 EDLD01

SEPS - Educational Leadership, Policy and 

Instructional Technology (52,100) (23,445) (75,545) (1,063,215) (4) SEPS (PC#52327)     on-hold

52270 SPCE01 SEPS - Special Ed & Interventions (109,090) (49,091) (158,181) (1,221,396) (5) SEPS (PC#52270)     on-hold

52405 MATH01 SEST - Mathematical Sciences (62,179) (27,981) (90,160) (1,311,555) (6) SEST (PC#52405)      on-hold

52773 ART001 CLASS   Assistant Professor (103,868) (46,741) (150,609) (1,462,164) (7) CLASS (PC#52773)    on-hold

52918 LIBR01 Associate Librarian - Digital Projects Developer (85,205) (38,342) (123,548) (1,585,712) (8) LIBR (PC#52918)        on-hold

ACO001 Reduction of Supplies and travel expenses.
0

0
(227)

(227) (1,585,939) (9)

The current budget allocations for this department is nominal, therefore, any budgetary cuts will greatly impact my operation and my 

ability to meet with students off campus at designated feeder institutions.

ADMS01

Counselor Luncheon, NRCCUA, Blackberry Fee, 

Pennants
0

0
(10,500)

(10,500) (1,596,439) (10)

Local counselors will not be able to see campus, Loss of Inquiries from this student source, Loss of some communication with the 

office and customers, Loss of promotional items to brand CCSU

AFRS01 Lecture & Honoraria/Prof & other services 0 0 (1,675) (1,675) (1,598,114) (11) Decrease student participation in co-curricular activities

AVPA01

Eliminate webinars/programs for campus 

community.
0

0
(413)

(413) (1,598,527) (12)

For the last two years our department has sponsored webinars/programs for the campus community to learn about subjects like 

diversity.  With a budget cut of 5% this could eliminate our ability to fund these.

CACE01

Reduce Professional Development/Conference 

allocation
0

0
(3,773)

(3,773) (1,602,300) (13) Fewer opportunities for staff development/conference and seminar attendance for professional staff

CIE001

Cease co-sponsorship of international events 

organized by other departments, programs, and 

offices. Cease advertising study abroad in the 

Central Recorder. Reduce Office Supplies budget

0

0

(6,523)

(6,523) (1,608,823) (14)

Fewer on-campus guest lectures focusing on a broad range of international topics.  Reduction in the number of students who study 

abroad annual.  Diminished service to international students. 

CLAS01 Staff

0

0

(1,729)

(1,729) (1,610,552) (15)

The LALCC opens Monday through Friday from 9 am to 5 pm. In order to keep the doors open, the center hires student workers, a 

graduate and a university assistant. We will reduce the number of hours of our staff and, if necessary, the opening times of the 

center.

COENO1 Travel,  Conferences,  Student Labor

0

0

(2,527)

(2,527) (1,613,079) (16)

Eliminates funds for travel for professional development. Eliminates funds for conference registration for professional development.  

Eliminates or reduces funds for student labor hires with specific skills that meet program needs (e.g. graphic design intern).  

CTEL01

Reduce funded Learning Community Groups 

(from 3 to 2)
0

0
(366)

(366) (1,613,445) (17)
Fewer opportunities for faculty to share innovative approaches to classroom teaching

EAS001

Marketing of East Asian Center to new and 

incoming Asians, Asian American and Native 

American students.  

0

0

(534)

(534) (1,613,979) (18) Decreased involvement of CCSU students with East Asian Center activities and social support programs.  

ESS001 Office student worker
0

0
(5,884)

(5,884) (1,619,863) (19)

Assist with covering phones and scheduling appointments for incoming EOP students, walk-ins.  This individual supports the 

secretary with errands etc..

ESS002 Student work=462 hours @ $10.55 0 0 (4,870) (4,870) (1,624,733) (20) Fewer tutoring hours

FAID01 Dues and Membership, Advertising 0 0 (4,725) (4,725) (1,629,458) (21) Minimal

GRAD01 Budget Cut 5%
0

0
(4,051)

(4,051) (1,633,509) (22)

A reduction of 5% would result in the elimination of one open house (spring) $1250, the cancelation of the Graduate Faculty Forums 

$340, $300 in office supplies, a reduction in recruiting travel of $2000 and a reduction of essential student labor of $161.

LIBR01

Reduction in Binding (Books), Reduction in 

Supplies, Reduction Software Purchases,  

Reduction in Serials, Reduction in (DPS) Non 

Teaching Lecturers, Reduction in Electronic 

Database Resources

0

0

(106,854)

(106,854) (1,740,363) (23)

Items needing binding will be out of circulation longer or withdrawn,We will not be able to obtain all the necessary supplies that 

contribute to the library's operation. Reduced printing, etc.,  Using outdated versions, unable to purchase new applications, Each 

year the cancellation task becomes more difficult as we have to eliminate truly important journals from the CCSU journals collection. 

We have realized what savings we can from switching to electronic format, consortium deals and past one-time funding. Journals 

provide the most current information in any academic discipline and are of primary importance to our students and faculty.  Journal 

prices are subject to a  4 to 7% increase annually., Reduced capacity for cataloging, staffing reference desk on evening & 

weekend hours. Canceling electronic databases eliminates access for faculty and students. 
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Base Budget Reallocation

"Running" "Running" Funding Source Strategic

Budget Request Description Priority Base Budget Total Reallocation Total for Reallocation Objective Summary of Impact (Brief Statement)

PC# Index

PLAN01

Reduce office supply purchases,No longer hire a 

student worker,Tableau maintenance fee 

0

0

(2,035)

(2,035) (1,742,398) (24)

Reduction in ability to portray data. Purchase fewer binders and folders, making it more challenging to organize and archive reports. 

It will be more difficult to share current information with campus entities regarding assessment and retention initiatives (no longer 

purchase AAC&U assessment publications for faculty, CSRDE retention webinars, etc.)   OIRA will reduce the amount of money 

budgeted for faculty to attend retention and assessment conferences - this will make it more difficult to develop a culture of 

assessment across campus and more challenging to engage faculty in retention initiatives. 

REGS01

Postage Reduction, Office Supplies/Printing 

Reduction, Scantron Exam Sheets, Professional 

Subscriptions/Development

0

0

(9,880)

(9,880) (1,752,278) (25)

Only mail absolutely critical items, Less printed materials available for students/faculty/staff, Individual academic departments would 

have to cover expense, Potential loss of currency in field for department staff

RETN02

Reduce Academic Advisors hours and Academic 

Center Hours 
0

0
(3,865)

(3,865) (1,756,143) (26)

Decreased academic support to student athletes will impact CCSU Athletic Teams meeting the APR cut score required by the 

NCAA. 

SPON01 Reduction in hours of graduate student 0 0 (384) (384) (1,756,527) (27) Less support to the Human Studies Council and internal grant administration 

CLASS

Reduction in CLASS matching funds for Advising 

Center UA and Student Workers. Elimination of 

Funding for Basketball Pep Band,   Elimination of 

Funding for IDP's-Programs would continue to 

exist but without funding, Departmental Budget 

Reductions-Part 1

0

0

(36,062)

(36,062) (1,792,589) (28)

Reduced open hours and activities in our advising center (ASAP), Reduced pep band performances OR our share of the pep band 

costs would have to be paid by Academic Affairs and/or Athletics,  Eliminate IDP funding (Hospitality, International Studies, Peace 

Studies, African American Studies, Women's Studies),  Expense distributed across all A&S departments. 

SoB Budget Cut 5%
0

0
(11,520)

(11,520) (1,804,109) (29)

A 5% of budget cut would result in reduction of support for faculty travel and software purchases for both faculty research and in-

class student use.

SEPS

(In order of priority)                             Educational 

Supplies: $500; Sodexho: $5,000; Out of 

State/Inter. Travel: $6,000 Gr. Asst./Stud. 

Workers: $15,198

0

0

(26,698)

(26,698) (1,830,807) (30)

Less support from Dean's Office for dept. Initiatives, e.g. reductions in discretionary personnel (graduate assistants) as well as 

reductions in discretionary operating expenses (hospitality; support for travel; discretionary educational supplies).

SEST

5% reduction in Dean Office account and  Dept. 

DPS/OE allocation
0

0
(34,684)

(34,684) (1,865,491) (31)

Minor impact- reduced funds for student workers and additional funds to support activities.  Minor impact to departments, reduced 

funds for supplies and student help.

ACO001

Office supplies, travel, professional member-

ships and meetings of campus related to transfer 

and articulations.

0

0

(227)

(227) (1,865,718) (32)

In addition to the aforementioned, further budget reductions will impact hosting any meetings with partner institutions, any group 

advising events and other activities that require an expense.

ADMS01 Gifts 0 0 (10,500) (10,500) (1,876,218) (33) Loss of promotional items to brand CCSU

AFRS01 Annual Conference 0 0 (1,675) (1,675) (1,877,893) (34) Reduced outreach to CCSU community's participation in international research, experiences 

AVPA01 Reduce travel.
0

0
(413)

(413) (1,878,306) (35)

The Associate Vice President travels a few times a year to attend varies workshops/trainings.  With a budget cut of 10% he will need 

to reduce his travel.

CACE01

Reduce Summer Advising & Information Program 

Refreshments
0

0
(3,773)

(3,773) (1,882,079) (36)

Negatively affect impression of campus for families attending their first function at the university if we offer less than we already offer 

them

CIE001

Cease production of the Course Abroad catalog.  

Reduce Postage budget by reducing the number 

of international express mailings

0

0

(6,523)

(6,523) (1,888,602) (37) Significant negative impact on Course Abroad enrollments. International students' receipt of immigration documents will be delayed

CLAS01 Sponsored Events
0

0
(1,729)

(1,729) (1,890,331) (38)

The second category of expenses of the center is the sponsoring of cultural events. Given the nature of the sponsored events, we 

cannot predict whether the cut will have an impact on the number of the supported events.

COENO1

Other Supplies (Community Outreach ),  

University Assistant
0

0
(2,527)

(2,527) (1,892,858) (39)

Supplies for community networking, meetings and outreach events critical to community engagement efforts.Reduction of hours for 

UA - will impact daily operation of Community Central and require additional responsibility for other staff.

CTEL01 Reduce funded LCGs (from 2 to 1) 0 0 (366) (366) (1,893,224) (40) Fewer opportunities for faculty to share innovative approaches to classroom teaching

EAS001

Marketing of East Asian Center (above) and 

support for cultural events held at CCSU (i.e., 

Asia Day, Chinese New Year)

0

0

(534)

(534) (1,893,758) (41) Decreased involvement of Community members and CCSU students.  

ESS001

Graduate Assistant for EOP during academic 

year.
0

0
(5,884)

(5,884) (1,899,642) (42)

Indirect and intrusive services will impact EOP students.  Graduate Assistant has been providing mentoring and coaching for 

students who are coded Early academic warning.  Communication with faculty will decrease if we don't have this position.

ESS002 Student work=923 hours @ $10.55 0 0 (4,870) (4,870) (1,904,512) (43) Fewer tutoring hours

FAID01
Purchased services, Professional and Non-

Professional Services, Computer equipment
0

0
(4,725)

(4,725) (1,909,237) (44)
Low to minimal impact on FA operations, Ability to maintain federal student aid requirements

GRAD01 Budget Cut 10%
0

0
(4,051)

(4,051) (1,913,288) (45)

To reach a reduction of 10% we would need to eliminate all of the above and reduct the GA position to half time $3,000 canceling 

the cell phone $960 and an additional $91 of student work money.

LIBR01

Reduction in Binding (Books), Reduction in 

Supplies, Reduction Software Purchases,  

Reduction in Serials, Reduction in (DPS) Non 

Teaching Lecturers, Reduction in Electronic 

Database Resources

0

0

(106,854)

(106,854) (2,020,142) (46)

Items needing binding will be out of circulation longer or withdrawn,We will not be able to obtain all the necessary supplies that 

contribute to the library's operation. Reduced printing, etc.,  Using outdated versions, unable to purchase new applications, Each 

year the cancellation task becomes more difficult as we have to eliminate truly important journals from the CCSU journals collection. 

We have realized what savings we can from switching to electronic format, consortium deals and past one-time funding. Journals 

provide the most current information in any academic discipline and are of primary importance to our students and faculty.  Journal 

prices are subject to a  4 to 7% increase annually., Reduced capacity for cataloging, staffing reference desk on evening & 

weekend hours. Canceling electronic databases eliminates access for faculty and students. 

PLAN01

Reduce purchase of publications/webinars 

relevant to assessment, retention, institutional 

effectiveness.  Reduce support for faculty 

development related to assessment and 

retention/graduation (AAC&U, CSRDE, CHERE, 

etc)

0

0

(2,035)

(2,035) (2,022,177) (47)

It will be more difficult to share current information with campus entities. It will be more difficult to share current information with 

campus entities  

REGS01 University Assistant reduction in hours
0

0
(9,880)

(9,880) (2,032,057) (48) Decreased responsiveness to students, faculty, staff, and alumni

RETN02

Reduce Academic Advisors hours and Academic 

Center Hours 
0

0
(3,865)

(3,865) (2,035,922) (49)

Decreased academic support to student athletes will impact CCSU Athletic Teams meeting the APR cut score required by the 

NCAA. 

SPON01 Reduction in hours of graduate student 0 0 (384) (384) (2,036,306) (50) Less support to the Human Studies Council and internal grant administration 
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Budget Request Description Priority Base Budget Total Reallocation Total for Reallocation Objective Summary of Impact (Brief Statement)
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CLASS

Cut in supplementary conference travel funding-

Part 1,  Cuts in open hours for labs in Design, 

Music, Geography, English, etc.,  Cuts in 

performances/openings-Theatre student 

productions, music performances, gallery shows, 

etc.,  Departmental Budget Reductions-Part 2.  

0

0

(36,062)

(36,062) (2,072,368) (51)

Cut would eliminate most of the supplemental conference travel funding for full professors,  Closure of labs would impact student 

performance and ability to complete courses/majors on time.  This is a cut in student worker and GA funding,  Significant impacts 

these outreach activities, Expense distributed across all A&S departments. 

SoB Budget Cut 10% 0 0 (11,520) (11,520) (2,083,888) (52) To reach 10%, we would eliminate all of the above as well as peer tutoring for accounting, finance, and economics courses.

SEPS

Discretionary reductions in non-essential 

expenses. TBD by dept. chair

0

0

(26,698)

(26,698) (2,110,586) (53)

Reductions in discretionary food costs, travel & supplies.                                                                                                          EDLD01    

$5,407;     HHSP01    $3,717;   NURS01   $3,041;   PYED01   $5,745;   READ01   $3,717;      SOCW01    $1,689;   SPCE01   

$2,703;   EDUC02  675

SEST

10% reduction in Dean Office Account (DPS), 

10% reduction in Dean Office Account (OE), 10% 

reduction in Dept. Accounts

0

0

(34,684)

(34,684) (2,145,270) (54)

Major impact to student success-reduced tutoring and hours in the Student Service Center. Majority of cut would come from DPS,  

Major Impact- reduced funds to support student and faculty projects and/or funds to support faculty travel,  Major impact- reduction in 

support for the departments (GA), plus impact on students as funds would be reduced for GA'ships.  Alternatively departments could 

cut class (lab ) offerings. 

ACAF01 From Provost 0 0 (75,000) (75,000) (2,220,270) (55) Reduces the amount of reassigned time and stipends paid to the faculty directors of Centers and Institutes.

ACO001

In addition to the above, maintenance of copy 

machines
0

0
(227)

(227) (2,220,497) (56)

This will cripple my operations ability to keep up with technological support and any possible transfer programming .  Including the 

directors ability to assist seminars that keep her current in the field.

ADMS01 Pens,  Fact Sheet, Storage, Supplies
0

0
(10,500)

(10,500) (2,230,997) (57)
Loss of promotional items to brand CCSU, Destroy records more frequently, May not have everything that is necessary to function

AFRS01 Student Internships (Labor) 0 0 (1,675) (1,675) (2,232,672) (58) Decreased opportunity for leadership training and student retention

AVPA01 Combine the 5% and 10% cuts.
0

0
(413)

(413) (2,233,085) (59)

A 15% budget cut will result in eliminating webinars/programs sponsored by us to help the campus community as well as reduce 

travel for the Associate Vice President for varies workshops/trainings.

CACE01

Reduce Student Worker hours by 8 hours per 

week throughout fall and spring semesters, plus 

summer (50 weeks x 8 hours x $9.60/hr.)

0

0

(3,773)

(3,773) (2,236,858) (60) Less coverage at front desk/loss of jobs data entry time.  Fewer hours of employment for student(s) lessening their earnings.

CIE001

Reduce Food Service at CIE events. Reduce 

Student Worker budget. Reduce UA hours - 

IERConn.net.  Reduce UA hours - Immigration 

Support.   Reduce UA hours - Course Abroad 

Program.  Reduce UA hours - Study Abroad.   

0

0

(6,523)

(6,523) (2,243,381) (61)

Food is used an incentive to get students to attend "mandatory" events; without food, students don't attend. Fewer classroom visits 

to promote all forms of study abroad.  Slower processing time for all IERConn updates.  Slower processing times for all immigration-

related services. Significant reduction in the number of Course Abroad programs that can be supported annually.  Significant 

reduction in outreach and programming for full-semester study abroad. 

CLAS01 Study abroad grants
0

0
(1,729)

(1,729) (2,245,110) (62)

The LALCC supports students who participate in a study abroad program in any of the Latin American or Caribbean countries. We 

do not contemplate cuts in this category.

COENO1

Combined Reduction (Conferences, student 

labor, other supplies, university assistant) 
0

0
(2,527)

(2,527) (2,247,637) (63)

Supplies for community networking, meetings and outreach events critical to community engagement efforts.Reduction of hours for 

UA - will impact daily operation of Community Central and require additional responsibility for other staff.

CTEL01 Eliminate funded LCGs  0 0 (366) (366) (2,248,003) (64) Fewer opportunities for faculty to share innovative approaches to classroom teaching

EAS001

Marketing, Cultural Events and student social 

gatherings held on and off campus that promote 

unity within the East Asian student population.    

0

0

(534)

(534) (2,248,537) (65) Decreased involvement in educational and cultural community events and CCSU students.  

ESS001 EOP summer supplies 0 0 (5,884) (5,884) (2,254,421) (66) Summer materials such as textbooks and academic supplies for EOP summer program will be impact.

ESS002 Student work=1385 hours @ $10.55 0 0 (4,870) (4,870) (2,259,291) (67) 25% reduction in tutoring hours

FAID01 Hardware maintenance, Training 0 0 (4,725) (4,725) (2,264,016) (68) Ability to maintain equipment in financial aid office, Compliance with Federal student aid regulations 

GRAD01 Budget Cut 15% 0
0

(4,051)
(4,051) (2,268,067) (69)

To reach a reduction of 15% in addition to the above we would eliminate the GA position $3,000 and further reduce student labor by 

$1051.

LIBR01

Reduction in Binding (Books), Reduction in 

Supplies, Reduction Software Purchases,  

Reduction in Serials, Reduction in (DPS) Non 

Teaching Lecturers, Reduction in Electronic 

Database Resources

0

0

(106,854)

(106,854) (2,374,921) (70)

Items needing binding will be out of circulation longer or withdrawn,We will not be able to obtain all the necessary supplies that 

contribute to the library's operation. Reduced printing, etc.,  Using outdated versions, unable to purchase new applications, Each 

year the cancellation task becomes more difficult as we have to eliminate truly important journals from the CCSU journals collection. 

We have realized what savings we can from switching to electronic format, consortium deals and past one-time funding. Journals 

provide the most current information in any academic discipline and are of primary importance to our students and faculty.  Journal 

prices are subject to a  4 to 7% increase annually., Reduced capacity for cataloging, staffing reference desk on evening & 

weekend hours. Canceling electronic databases eliminates access for faculty and students. 

PLAN01

Additional reduction in support for faculty 

development related to assessment and 

retention/graduation (AAC&U, CSRDE, CHERE, 

etc).  Reduce professional develop for staff via a 

reduction in travel to professional meetings 

(NEASC, NEAIR, CONAIR, AIR, ACC&U, 

NEEAN)

0

0

(2,035)

(2,035) (2,376,956) (71)

It will be more difficult to share current information with campus entities.  It will be more difficult to stay current with changes in 

reporting requirements and identifying efficiencies

REGS01

University Assistant reduction in hours,  Student 

Labor reduction in hours
0

0
(9,880)

(9,880) (2,386,836) (72) Decreased responsiveness to students, faculty, staff, and alumni

RETN02

Reduce Academic Advisors hours and Academic 

Center Hours 
0

0
(3,865)

(3,865) (2,390,701) (73)

Decreased academic support to student athletes will impact CCSU Athletic Teams meeting the APR cut score required by the 

NCAA. 

SPON01 Reduction in hours of graduate student 0 0 (384) (384) (2,391,085) (74) Less support to the Human Studies Council and internal grant administration 

CLASS

Cut in supplementary conference travel funding-

Part 2,  Eliminate the Marching Band,  

Departmental Budget Reductions-Part 3.  

0

0

(27,312)

(27,312) (2,418,397) (75)

Cut would eliminate all supplemental conference travel funding for our post-tenure faculty,  No marching band at football games,  

Expense distributed across all A&S departments

SoB Budget Cut 0 0 (2,770) (2,770) (2,421,167) (76) We would eliminate all of the above as well as 10 hrs./week of UA support for the advising office.

SEPS

Discretionary reductions in non-essential 

expenses. TBD by dept. chair
0

0
(17,948)

(17,948) (2,439,115) (77)

Reductions in discretionary food costs, travel & supplies.                                                                                                          

SEST

Reduction in Dean Office, Reduction in Dept. 

DPS/OE Account
0

0

(25,934)

(25,934) (2,465,049) (78)

Detrimental impact- no tutoring or services provided in the student services.  Little to no additional support for faculty travel,   

Detrimental impact- courses with laboratory components would need to be cancelled.  There would be limited funds for equipment 

maintenance. No funds for student workers or GA's to assist departments.
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Base Budget Reallocation

"Running" "Running" Funding Source Strategic

Budget Request Description Priority Base Budget Total Reallocation Total for Reallocation Objective Summary of Impact (Brief Statement)

PC# Index

(2,465,049)

11/20/15 Budget/Budget FY17/Budget Instructions/By Division

5%    cut will reduce approximately $27,681  from student workers and GA's

10%  cut will reduce approximately $28,451  from student workers and GA's

15%  cut will reduce approximately $18,454  from student workers and GA's
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FY2017 1 ACAF GRAD01 University Assistant (UA) for NEASC 1 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000

The NEASC self-study for end of this academic year through Fall 2018.  This new UA would work with Dean of Graduate Studies and primarily be responsible 

for coordinating the standards chairs and ensuring the self-study process proceeds smoothly.

FY2017 2 CLASS ARSC01

Continuation of funds for Service 

Contracts/Equipment Repair to maintain existing 

infrastructure in Art, Design, Geography, Music, 

and Theatre 1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $29,000

This funds service contracts and equipment repair for pieces of equipment that are integral to classroom instruction.  Matching funds are provided as needed 

from the ARSC01 budget.  Without one-time funding would reallocate additional internal funds to cover as much of this need as is possible.  Service contracts 

would be sacrificed in order to hold back funds for emergency use.

FY2017 3 SEST SEST01

Maintenance Contracts & Laboratory 

Equipment Repair 1 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $54,000 Continuation of funds for Service Contracts/Equipment Repair to maintain existing infrastructure in the departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics

FY2017 4 ACAF GRAD01

Student Help - Office Support - Summer 2016 

and the 2017 academic Year 1 $11,000 $11,000 $11,000 $65,000

The Graduate Recruitment and Admissions Office and Graduate Studies need ongoing student support to assist with reception area responsibilities, daily office 

operations, including scanning during the academic year. These funds will be needed and utilized outside of available work study.

FY2017 5 CLASS ARSC01

Continuation of University Assistant funding for 

School-Based advising center 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $80,000

UA assistance necessary to maintain the operations of our student advising center.  This is a request for a continuation of the funding that we are currently 

receiving for the same position.

FY2017 7 SEST SEST01

Graduate Assistants, student workers and 

tutors in the SE&T Advising and Student  

Services Center 1 $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $105,000

Support for the SE&T Advising and Student Services Center improve quality and scope of academic support services (especially advising, tutoring, and 

mentoring);  increase student retention

FY2017 8 ACAF ADMS01 Out of State Travel 1 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $135,000 Increase revenue for out of state fees and stabilize class

FY2016-17 9 ACAF ESS001

Graduate Assistants to assist with the retention 

and graduation of EOP Juniors & Seniors 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $145,000

EOP students need ongoing support; GA will identify obstacle and implement focus groups.  GA will connect regularly with students and assist students with 

utilizing on campus support and resources as needed. GA will implement tiered interventions in order to address individual students. Data driven decision making 

( collect student progress).

FY2017 10 ACAF RETN02

Graduate Assistants (GA) in the Academic 

Center 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $155,000

One time spending is being submitted to be considered for the next fiscal year.  These resources will be used to provide additional academic support in 

collaboration with the Special Education Department.  Additional Academic Support will be provided by Graduate Assistants in the Academic center and a 

Professor in the Special Education Department working to help students succeed academically.  This additional support will assist students in 

meeting their academic goals and working to ensure 100% compliance with the APR required by the NCAA and meeting all University requirements.  

FY2017 11 SOB BUSN04

Expand Academic Allies program to support 

failing students 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $165,000 This low-cost intervention for students with GPAs below 2.5 has proven to be very effective in preventing program removal & increasing retention.

FY2017 12 SOB BUSN03

Digital Measures software required for 

accreditation tracking  1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $170,000 This software is critcal for gathering the data required by AACSB for continued accreditation.

FY2017 13 SEPS PYED01 BodPod Warranty 1 $4,750 $4,750 $4,750 $174,750 Warranty premium

FY2017 14 SEST SEST01

University Assistant in the SE&T Advising and 

Student Services Center for Career Advising, 

Career Fairs and  Internships 1 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $194,750

Majority of programs in SET require FT internships as a degree requirement.  The UA in the SSC organizes career fairs, makes contacts with local industry and 

assists students in preparing for interviews and securing these internships.  Majority of internships result in FT employment upon graduation.

FY2017 15 ACAF ACO001 Transfer Student Mentors stipend 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $204,750

The Office of Transfer and Academic Articulations has offered a transfer student mentoring program going on almost five years.  The mentors consist of our 

continuing students who are in good academic standing and may hold leadership roles on campus.  This type of student to student engagement has historically 

proven to increase student retention both the continuing and new incoming transfer students.  It is the hope of our office to increase the participation both of the 

new and continuing students.  This year was the first year we were able to offer the mentors a small stipend.  This stipend has proven to keep the students 

engaged.  I am therefore requesting the continuation of the stipend for our continuing  student mentors.

FY2017 16 ACAF GRAD01 Recruitment and Enrollment 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $219,750 Recruitment and Enrollment grants for faculty to assist with recruitment and enrollment outreach efforts.

FY2016-17 17 ACAF REGS01

Cannon document scanners and 

ImageNow/CaptureNow software licenses for 

support staff 5 $8,199 $40,995 $40,995 $260,745 Additional hardware and software licenses are necessary to fully realize workflow benefits of electronic document storage/access.

FY2016 18 ACAF LIBR01 Computers to replace terminals 6 $1,000 $6,000 $6,000 $266,745

To improve students' academic performance and provide additional computers as requested by students.  To alleviate crowded conditions throughout the library 

providing adequate technology for student, faculty and staff research.  

FY2017 19 CLASS ARSC01

Continuation of student worker funding to 

expand open laboratory hours 1 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $272,745

Supplemental funds for departments (Geography, Modern Languages, and Music) to expand the opening hours of their department labs.    This provides 

students with more time to complete projects and to conduct research activities. 

FY2017 20 CLASS ARSC01

Continuation of School-Based Advising Center 

Student Support Funding 1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $277,745

Student assistance necessary to maintain the operations of our student advising center.  This is a request for a continuation of the funding that we are currently 

receiving.

FY2017 21 SOB BUSN01 Summer funding for MBA faculty advisor 1 $12,000 $12,000 $12,000 $289,745 Advising and administrative support for graduate students is critcal for their retention, satisfaction with the program, and future employemnt outcomes.

FY2016 22 ACAF LIBR01 Textbook Reserve Project 40 $125 $5,000 $5,000 $294,745 Improve retention rate by making it easier for students who can't afford textbooks to continue their education

FY2017 23 SEPS NURS01 Sim Man 3g Prev Maint Customer Site 1 $4,735 $4,735 $4,735 $299,480 Warranty premium

FY2017 24 SEPS NURS01 Sim Baby 3g Prev Maint Customer Site 1 $2,425 $2,425 $2,425 $301,905 Warranty premium

FY2017 25 SEPS PYED01 Sim Man 3g Prev Maint Customer Site 1 $4,750 $4,750 $4,750 $306,655 Warranty premium

FY2017 26 SEST CHEM01

ZIpvap 12 position Solid Phase Extraction Unit 

for drying samples in preparation for HPLC 

analysis 1 $2,486 $2,486 $2,486 $309,141

The Zipvap extraction unit will efficiently dry up to 12 samples at a time in a few hours. This will ensure consistent sample preparation conditions with minimal 

possibility of analyte degradation. Use of this equipment will make it easier to use the UPLC in lab experiments where there are time constraints. It will also be 

valuable in faculty and student research projects to ensure samples are prepared in a consistent, satisfactory manner and within a reasonable time frame.

FY2017 27 ACAF AFRS01 Graduate Assistant 1 $9,600 $9,600 $9,600 $318,741 Create focus groups and empowerment discussions to promote student retention and graduation.

FY2017 29 SOB BUSN04

Tutoring for students in econ, finance & 

accounting 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $328,741

These are the most common areas in which students do not succeed, leading to program removal & retention issues. Peer tutoring is popular, effective, and low 

cost to the university.

FY2017 30 SEST CS0001

New furniture to finish remodeling the computer 

lab in Maria Sanford hall MS 208 1 $4,082 $4,081.92 $4,082 $332,823

Last year, the funds were granted, as requested, to remodel the lab. However, due to vendor's miscalulation, we did not order enough desks. This request is 

for four matching desks to finish the remodeling of the lab. Additionally, the flooring was discovered to be in a much worse condition than expected and will need 

to be replaced. Remodeling the room by opening up the floorspace and moving the exisitng 13 computers to desks placed along the walls. With such a 

reconfiguration, the room will be convenient for teams of students working on projects, faculty working with students on research projects, small meetings of 

students and faculty. The new configration of the room will also enable the department to use as a conference room.

FY2016-17 31 ACAF COEN01

Funds to support transportation costs for 

students and/or other incidental expenses 

requested by CCSU faculty for community 

engagement/service learning projects. 1 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $334,823

Several requests from faculty have been received to help provide bus passes for students to get to community partner sites in New Britain as well as buses to 

bring community members to campus for community engagement activities. Other requests include costs for materials/background checks etc.. associated with 

CE projects 

FY2017 32 SEST BIO001

Leica EZ4 Dissecting microscopes (Set of 5 

microscopes) 1 $5,053 $5,053 $5,053 $339,876

Dissecting microscopes are an essential part of teaching in all of the courses that are listed below. Every lab should be equipped with a sufficient number of 

dissecting scopes so that all students in the class will have one; currently, this is not the case in Copernicus 301. It is impractical to transport microscopes from 

one lab to another lab because of conflicts of use and because of risk of damage. The addition of five new dissecting microscopes to Coperniucs 301 will 

complement the existing number of microscopes and will resolve this problem.

FY2017 33 ACAF ADMS01 Marketing 1 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $369,876 Create more visibility and awareness for CCSU

FY2016-17 34 ACAF REGS01

ImageNow software licenses for administrative 

staff 7 $3,119 $21,833 $21,833 $391,709 Additional software licenses are necessary to fully realize workflow benefits of electronic document storage/access.

FY2017 35 ACAF ACO001

To hire a Graduate Assistant  

Fall/Winter/Spring/Summer 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $401,709

Having a graduate student on staff has allowed my office the ability to offer programming for Transfer Students that has improved academic support and 

retention rates.  Our transfer Tuesday program keeps the transfer students informed and connected to key support offices.  Our Mentor Mentee program 

provides our transfer students the opportunity to have peer guidance and building campus community.

FY2017 36 CLASS ARSC01

Student Help in the Dean's Office during the 

Willard-Diloreto Reconstruction 1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $406,709

Due to the temporary division of the CLASS Dean's Office into two buildings, we will need to have student help in two locations.  Our existing student workers 

will go with the office functions assigned to Carroll Hall.  We will need some additional help for the Dean in the Barrows Hall office.  The request will allow the 

office to remain open while the administrative assistant is at lunch or away from the office.



FY2016-17 37 CLASS ARSC01

Copier/Printer Dean's Office during the Willard-

Diloreto Reconstruction 1 $9,000 $9,000 $9,000 $415,709

The CLASS Dean's Office will be split between two buildings during the Willard-Diloreto reconstruction.  The vast majority of our office equipment will go with 

the office functions assigned to Carroll Hall.  We will need a combination copier/printer/scanner/fax for the Dean in the Barrows Hall office.  After the 

construction period, the machine will be given to a department that is in need of a new copier.  That way the machine will be useful beyond the construction 

period and will thus be a better deal than a short-term lease.

FY2016-17 38 CLASS THTR01

Sennheiser ew 112 G3 Wireless Bodypack 

Microphone System with ME 2 Lavalier Mic - A 

(516-558 MHz) 8 $660 $5,280 $5,280 $420,989

Due to new FCC regulations some of our equipment is operating on frequencies that are now banned.  We would like to replace these microphones for support 

of departmental productions and the TH-489 Sound Technology Class 

FY2017 39 SOB BUSN03

Travel to AACSB conferences/events for 

training & support * 1 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $428,989

Attendance at AASCB conferences and events is critical for accreditation purposes & also provides faculty and staff with training in best practices in business 

education.

FY2017 40 SOB BUSN01

SAS Statistical software for faculty research 

productivity 1 $7,500 $7,500 $7,500 $436,489 Several faculty require SAS licenses for their research productivity.

FY2017 41 SEST MCM001

ALLEN BRADLEY PLC (Replacement Set of 

11) 1 $27,481 $27,481 $27,481 $463,970

Existing Allen Bradley plcs are from year 2004 model and replacement parts are expensive. Technology has changed since 2004 and recent PLCs are 

intelligent and can accomplished more.

FY2017 42 SOB BUSN01 SAP Software 1 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $471,970 Allows MIS students to get real world experience in Enterprise Management Systems. Used throughout the MIS curriculum.

FY2017 43 SEST MCM001 FANUC M10i/A Industrial Robot Arm 1 $76,984 $76,984 $76,984 $548,954

Existing Mitsubishi Robots RVM1 equipment are from 80's and software is not available nor any parts for replacement. Technology has changed since 80’s and 

recent robots have intelligent sensors and far different from ones from 80s. Training students on recent software will enhance the curriculum and the program.

FY2017 44 ACAF ADMS01 International Recruitment 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $563,954 Increase revenue for out of state fees and stabilize class

FY2016-17 45 ACAF AVPA01

Funds to support the 9th Grade Academy 

Initiative to begin in Fall 2016 1 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $569,954

To provide lunch and snacks for the 600 9th grade students from New Britain High School who annually participate in the program.  These students will visit 

CCSU on three occasions during the school year.

FY2017 46 ACAF CIE001

Expansion of study abroad offerings-

Development of new linkage opportunities 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $579,954

Funds will be used to broaden CIE’s study abroad program offerings in the subject, geographic and language areas to provide students with more academic 

coverage and opportunities to participate in programs worldwide. New study sites in Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, South and East Asia and Eastern 

Europe are now under consideration for possible institutional linkages and to provide for faculty and or student exchange possibilities.

FY2017 47 ACAF CIE001

Socio-cultural/Retention Programming for 

International Students and Scholars 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $589,954

To provide funding to enable year-round sociocultural /retention programming for international students and scholars. The funds will be used specifically to 

facilitate programming through the Center for International Education to enhance programs that facilitate adjustment of international students and scholars and 

their families as well as provide social and/or academic supports for students. 

FY2017 48 ACAF GRAD01 Graduate Recruitment & Marketing 1,200 $2 $2,760 $2,760 $592,714 One year supply of (new) graduate view books needed for recruitment purposes. Note: cost per item is an estimate

FY2016 49 ACAF LIBR01 Reference eBooks 1 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $642,714 Enhanced electronic resources will increase learning and institutional effectiveness and provide additional space for student study

FY2016-17 50 CLASS ARSC01

Replacement copiers for the Political Science & 

Anthropology Departments 2 $8,600 $17,200 $17,200 $659,914

Departments are each using copiers that are 5+ years old.  Ongoing repairs, when parts are available, are becoming increasingly expensive.  Leasing new 

copiers is significantly more expensive when pro-rated over a projected 5 year life-span.

FY2016-17 51 CLASS JRNL01

Newsroom--teleprompter, green screen, and 

other hardware/infrastructure improvements 

necessary to the development of a broadcast-

capable newsroom. 1 $31,565 $31,565 $31,565 $691,479

These items reflect the department's efforts to better prepare students through its television newscast and other productions. The items requested would be 

utilized in the temporary space we  will use during the Willard-DiLoretto renovation as well as in the renovated space, which will have space dedicated to media 

production as regular part of class. 

FY2016-17 52 CLASS DSGN01

Epson Perfection V39 Photo Scanner B&H # 

EPPV39 MFR # B11B232201 21 $69 $1,449 $1,449 $692,928 Current equipment will no longer be compatible with Mac Operating System upgrade scheduled Summer 2017

FY2016-17 53 CLASS COMM01 Canon XA 20 camcorder, bag and microphone 5 $2,574 $12,870 $12,870 $705,798

With a new hire in TV Production & a new major in Media Studies, higher quality camcorders are needed for our upper-level classes, which we will be offering 

more frequently.

FY2016-17 54 CLASS ART001

Samsung UN60H6203 Samsung 60" LED 

Television Monitor 2 $3,652 $7,304 $7,304 $713,102

Wall mounted monitors for FA 231 and FA 206.  Our studio professors, both full time and part time show visual images during most if not every class- this takes 

the form of slide shows of art historical references, technical information, examples of student work, work of contemporary artists etc.  It is essential for the 

delivery of our curriculum to BA Art , BS Art Education, MS Art Education and Study Area I students.

FY2016-17 55 CLASS THTR01 CNC Shopbot Router 1 $21,745 $21,745 $21,745 $734,847

The instruction and education of 3D design and rapid prototyping.  This CNC machine will round out the education of our design program and fulfill needs of 

every theatre production.  We would be the first Theatre Department in CT to offer courses on design and construction with the use of CNC technology.   

FY2017 56 SOB BUSN01

Consulting services to develop Masters of 

Public Administration program proposal 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $744,847

The MPA is a high-potential graduate program for CCSU. Because we lack qualified faculty in this area, we need to hire a consultant to explore the need and 

develop the new program proposal. 

FY2017 57 SOB BUSN01 Stocktrak software  1 $8,000 $8,000 $8,000 $752,847 Allows finance students to simulate real world trading environments - used in protfolio management competition & throughout finance curriculum.

FY2017 58 SEPS SPCE01 iPad Air 2-16GB 1 $800 $800 $800 $753,647 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum

FY2017 59 SEPS SPCE01 Proloquo2Go 1 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $756,147 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum 

FY2017 60 SEPS SPCE01 Read2Go 2 $4,750 $9,500 $9,500 $765,647 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum

FY2017 61 SEPS SPCE01 Symbol Support 15 $499 $7,485 $7,485 $773,132 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum

FY2017 62 SEPS SPCE01 Time Timer 1 $220 $220 $220 $773,352 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum

FY2017 63 SEPS SPCE01 Video Scheduler 15 $20 $300 $300 $773,652 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum

FY2017 64 SEPS NURS01 Printer 15 $60 $900 $900 $774,552 To support departmental faculty and staff

FY2017 65 SEPS NURS01 Scantron Machine 15 $3 $45 $45 $774,597 To support departmental faculty and staff

FY2017 66 SEPS PYED01 Go Fit Software for Polar Heart Rate Monitors 15 $13 $195 $195 $774,792 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum; Will be used in undergraduate and graduate research 

FY2017 67 SEPS PYED01 Fitnessgram/Activitygram software 1 $2,800 $2,800 $2,800 $777,592 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum; Will be used in undergraduate and graduate research 

FY2017 68 SEPS NURS01

Fellowes C225CI Paper Schredder-Large 

Office 1 $350 $350 $350 $777,942 To support departmental faculty and staff

FY2017 69 SEPS EDLD01

Sharp Interactive Display System PN-L603B- 

60" LED 1 $599 $599 $599 $778,541 To support departmental faculty and staff

FY2017 70 SEPS PYED01 Laser SmartSpeed Timing Device 1 $10,751 $10,751 $10,751 $789,292 Instructional technology to be used in delivery of curriculum; Will be used in undergraduate and graduate research 

FY2017 71 SEST ENGR01

Hydraulic Monitoring Flow Measurement 

Equipment 1 $26,000 $26,000 $26,000 $815,292

Flow measurement instruments including a magnetic flow-meter, an ultrasonic flow-transmitter, a pneumatic local- flow indicator, a flow-velocity indicator, and a 

stream flow computer will be used with the existing 6 inch X 15 ft small project flume. This equipment will allow students to perform open channel flow simulation 

experiments to confirm mathematical and engineering principals presented in the Hydraulic Engineering (CE 375) and Hydrology and Storm Drainage (CE 475) 

classes. Using the principles of dimensional analysis and hydraulic similitude it is possible for this flume to model actual water conveyance structures up to 10 

feet wide with flows of 180 cfs (80,000 gal/min).

Students in the CS CE Senior Projects course sequence (CE 497 and CE 498) could then use the flume to model project elements and improve their designs.

FY2017 72 SEST PHYS01

Phys 121/125 Lab Upgrade (BECK Centripetal 

Force Apparatus + Air Track System - 

Photogate Timer + BECK Ball Pendulum) 1 $17,485 $17,485 $17,485 $832,777

The introductory physics courses of Phys 121/125 are required courses in the curriculum of over 20 degree programs in this university. These experiments are 

preparatory for all students in the various programs in the School of Engineering, Science and Technology. This request is thus in support of all the programs in 

the School of Engineering, Science and Technology. In general, students in the Phys 121, 122, 125 and 126 lab courses learn principles of Physics by actual 

observation in the laboratory. They are required to do critical thinking, and become familiar with using lab equipment to acquire data for analysis to support 

theory studied in the classroom.

FY2017 73 SEST ENGR01

Engineering Surveying laboratory equipment - 

three Topcon GTS 235W 1 $18,900 $18,900 $18,900 $851,677

Used for the Civil Engineering BS degree Program and the Construction Management BS Degree Program. Allows the Engineering Surveying (CE 253, 3 

credits) course and the Construction Surveying (CM353, 4 credits) to teach students using equipment similar to the equipment used in engineering and 

construction practice. The equipment is also used by seior Civil Enginering students completing their two-semester senior project course (CE 497/498). The 

equipment will be simialr to two total stations alteady in use. Two much older total stations obtained as surplus from the CT DOT are in need of repair and have 

limited useful life.

FY2017 74 SEST MCM001 LR MATE 200ID 3 $45,980 $137,940 $137,940 $989,617

Existing Mitsubishi Robots RVM1 equipment are from 80's and software is not available nor any parts for replacement. Technology has changed since 80’s and 

recent robots have intelligent sensors and far different from ones from 80s. Training students on recent software will enhance the curriculum and the program.

FY2017 75 ACAF ADMS01 Promotional Gifts 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $999,617 Increase awareness to prospective students

FY2017 76 ACAF GRAD01 Graduate Recruitment/Marketing 1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $1,004,617 Carnegie Communications Digital and print advertising; weekly lists of leads

FY2016 77 ACAF LIBR01 Science Direct (journal backfile) 1 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $1,054,617 Enhanced electronic resources will increase learning and institutional effectiveness and provide additional space for classrooms or student study

FY2016-17 78 CLASS COMM01

Nikon D7200 with 18-140 mm lens cameras 

with case/accessories 10 $1,527 $15,270 $15,270 $1,069,887 Our new major in Media Studies has a newly required course in New Technology, additional cameras are needed.



FY2017 79 SEST BMS001 Autoclave (pressurized steam sterilizer) 1 $38,614 $38,614 $38,614 $1,108,501

This new autoclave will replace the existing autoclave in NC330-1-01.The current autoclave is used for preparation of all microbiological media for the lab 

portion of several courses: BMS 103*  BMS 201*, BMS 216*  BMS 416 (Experimental Microbiology), BMS 101, BMS 113,  BMS 321 , BMS 340 , BMS 

495/505 , BMS 490/540  (*Indicates required courses in BMS or Nursing programs). Preparation of these materials, rather than purchasing of pre-made items, 

saves a great deal of money. For instance, the course budget for BMS 316 is $700/semester; most of the funds are spent on materials used to prepare 

microbiological media. Purchasing equivalent amounts of pre-made media would require a budget of $3000 to $4000 per semester. Also research programs 

involving from 30 to 50 students per semester, and depend on sterile items produced by the autoclave.The current autoclave is about 25 years old, and nearing 

the end of its useable life. Additionally, the steam generator for current autoclave only has two of its three heating elements functioning, and has been in this 

state for several years. Repair (replacement of the defective heating element) was estimated to cost several thousand dollars. Cost includes installation.

FY2017 80 SEST CHEM01

Millipore Deionized Water Purification System - 

Capital (could be replaced by Facilities Capital 

Project Request for NC Building System 1 $17,735 $17,735 $17,735 $1,126,236

Our current Milli-Q system is 13 years old and quite unreliable. This model is no longer produced so once the existing supply of parts is exhausted, we will no 

longer be able to maintain this system. There is a high degree of urgency here since nanopure water is fundamental to all our laboratory activities.We also 

share our water with the other science departments especially Geological Sciences and Biology.

FY2017 81 SEST PHYS01

PASCO CK-0000-0AC (Rotational Inertia 

Apparatus Bundle) 1 $10,080 $10,080 $10,080 $1,136,316

The Rotational Inertia Experiment is a staple in all introductory Physics Lab. The current lab equipment used for rotational inertia is longer produced, and so 

need to update. The rotational inertia experiment helps to teach Newton's second Law as applied to rotation and translation and provides an experimental 

support for the concept of rotational inertia.The introductory physics courses of Phys 121/125 are required courses in the curriculum of over 20 degree 

programs in this university. These experiments are preparatory for ALL students in the various programs in the School of Engineering, Science and Technology. 

This request is thus in support of all the programs in the School of Engineering, Science and Technology

FY2016 82 ACAF LIBR01 Contemporary Authors (online backfile) 1 $26,121 $26,121 $26,121 $1,162,437 Enhanced electronic resources will increase learning and institutional effectiveness

FY2017 83 CLASS MUSC01

Piano Tuning: Funding to tune the 20 

departmental pianos once a month during the 

academic year (10 months). 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $1,177,437

To maintenance and tuning of the all the pianos is critical in preserving the current quality of instruction, and improve students’ academic performance. With one-

time funds we purchased 7 digital pianos this fall so the cost of tuning will be much less next academic year. However, to have pianos that are tune is essential 

to student learning in music and to students’ performances, especially in recitals and concerts.

FY2016-17 84 CLASS GEOG01 SPEX 5100 soil ball mixer (Thomas Scientific) 1 $3,412 $3,412 $3,412 $1,180,849

The soil ball mixer has been needed for years to enable students to conduct soil related research in support of graduate student theses and for soils & 

vegetation course and field pedagogy. 

FY2016-17 85 CLASS SOCL01 

Funds sought to replace antiquated tape 

recorders for use by students in several core 

sociology courses. 15 $40 $600 $600 $1,181,449

Seeking to replace antiquated tape recorders used by students in several courses: the SOC310 Research Methods, SOC412 Qualitative Analysis, SOC413 

Community Research, and SOC411 Oral History for Social Sciences courses.

FY2016-17 86 CLASS ART001

Blick Art Supplies SMI Natural Birch Three 

drawer Taboret  Item #50178-1003 5 $240 $1,200 $1,200 $1,182,649

Studio equipment in the Painting/Drawing area is in disrepair.  These five Tabourets will be used by our BA Majors and BS Aert Education students and Art 

Minors in Painting and Drawing classes. Foundation level, intermediate and advanced as well as by our students as they create art works for their Art 499 

Capstone Exhibition. 

FY2016-17 87 CLASS COMM01 Sennheiser 100 ENG Wireless Microphone 3 $2,400 $7,200 $7,200 $1,189,849 As we produce videos for external audiences and clients, we need to upgrade sound quality to a more professional level

FY2016 88 CLASS MUSC01

The labor and materials to locate improve 

storage of musical instruments in Welte 

020/021. 1 $920 $920 $920 $1,190,769

Currently, the space in which the Department’s cellos and string basses is a small closet outside of Welte 021. It is so dry that damages these costly 

instruments. Improving the storage situation will protect the instruments and prevent storage-related damage.

FY2016-17 89 CLASS THTR01 Performer Flying Equipment Purchase 1 $9,500 $9,500 $9,500 $1,200,269

The instruction and education of performer flying.  This would be an addition to the course TH-489 Stage Mechanics being offered next fall.  This would afford 

members of the class training in counter weight and mechanical advantage performer flying training.  We would work in conjunction with the dance department 

on developing a performance with flying effects and movement. 

FY2016 90 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase mobile bass and cello storage 

racks (to supplement the built in storage 

available in the Welte 020/021 3 $750 $2,250 $2,250 $1,202,519

Portable racks will provide the enough space for all string instruments to be stored, and easily moved into the classroom. These racks will also free up space 

for other large brass instruments so that students will have easy access to their instruments for practicing without disturbing other classes.

FY2016-17 91 CLASS COMM01 Interview light kit 3 $1,165 $3,495 $3,495 $1,206,014

With a new hire in TV Production, a new major in Media Studies and a new course in Lighting in the works, we need to upgrade our lighting equipment for our 

upper-level classes.

FY2016-17 92 CLASS GEOG01 Waterproof camera 1 $353 $353 $353 $1,206,367

The waterproof camera is needed for graduate students conducting research for their theses on and in the water bodies and in the forests. A waterproof 

camera would also be useful for use during the required outdoor/field components of the GEOG/SUST 275: Soils & Vegetation Sustainability course and GEOG 

544/445: Field Methods course. 

FY2016-17 93 CLASS MUSC01

To replace antiquated and failing keyboards in 

the Music Lab in Welte 205 with Kurzweil Forte 

88-key keyboards. 18 $3,995 $71,910 $71,910 $1,278,277

The keyboards that are currently in the music lab in Welte 205 are over a decade old, and the costs of repairing them are getting increasingly higher.  In 

addition, the old keyboards cannot keep up with the modern operating systems and MIDI sequencing software, yielding consistent stuck notes and errors in 

playback.  MIDI sequencing is a core skill that is taught in MUS 114 to all incoming freshmen, and is prevalent in numerous other courses across the curriculum. 

All music majors need to take piano classes and pass a piano proficiency exam as an exit requirement for successful graduation. In addition, students need to 

input their homework in notation software via the keyboards, which is a requirement in many other courses, including music theory and orchestration classes.

FY2016-17 94 CLASS COMM01 Magnus VT-3000 Tripod 5 $820 $4,100 $4,100 $1,282,377 With a new hire in TV Production, a new major in Media Studies and no working tripods, it is difficult to do field production.

FY2017 95 ACAF CIE001

Support for minority students desiring to 

participate in study/course abroad 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $1,292,377 Funds will be utilized to provide need-based scholarship for minority students.

FY2016 96 ACAF CIE001

University Assistant-International Proposal 

Development Facilitator 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $1,302,377

To assist CIE director in the review, compilation, and dissemination of RFPs related to international linkage programs; liaise between office and faculty 

interested in international development proposals; and provide administrative support for the Fulbright coordinators and other faculty in the design and 

implementation of institutional linkage/exchange activities and programs.

FY2016-17 97 CLASS GEOG01 Tree Increment Borer 1 $1,133 $1,133 $1,133 $1,303,510

The increment tree borer would be useful for graduate students conducting thesis research related to forest resources (e.g., Kim Snow’s research regarding 

impacts of climate change on forests in New England). Additionally, use of the tree borer would be added to the field/lab components of the GEOG/SUST 275: 

Soils & Vegetation Sustainability course and GEOG 544/445: Field Methods course.

FY2016-17 98 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase a 36” X 18” Concert Series Kapur 

Concert Bass Drum with STBD Stand & Field 

Wheels 1 $1,687 $1,687 $1,687 $1,305,197 To maintain the current quality of performance of students’ in the Marching Band. The bass drum currently being used is over 15 years old.

FY2016-17 99 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase Yamaha YTR-2330 Trumpets for 

the Marching Band. 3 $485 $1,455 $1,455 $1,306,652 Students need to have access to instruments to play in the Marching Band without using their personally owned, professional quality instruments.

FY2016-17 100 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase Yamaha YCL-255 Clarinets for the 

Marching Band. 3 $967 $2,901 $2,901 $1,309,553 Students need to have access to instruments to play in the Marching Band without using their personally owned, professional quality instruments.

FY2016-17 101 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase Yamaha YAS-26 Alto Saxophones 

for the Marching Band. 3 $2,082 $6,246 $6,246 $1,315,799 Students need to have access to instruments to play in the Marching Band without using their personally owned, professional quality instruments.

FY2016-17 102 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase Gemeinhardt 2SP Series Flutes 

for the Marching Band. 3 $480 $1,440 $1,440 $1,317,239 Students need to have access to instruments to play in the Marching Band without using their personally owned, professional quality instruments.

FY2016 103 ACAF LIBR01

Dictionary of Literary Biography (online 

backfile) 1 $31,160 $31,160 $31,160 $1,348,399 Enhanced electronic resources will increase learning and institutional effectiveness

FY2016-17 104 CLASS MUSC01

To purchase a Lillian Burkart Piccolo Elite 

Custom Model, Silver Tenon & Keys, Split-E 

Mechanism, High G# Facilitator. 1 $5,505 $5,505 $5,505 $1,353,904

To maintain the current quality of performance of students’ whose primary instrument is flute, and the overall performance of the Wind Ensemble, and 

Symphonic Band. Currently, our flute students do not have a quality instrument to use for Wind Ensemble or Symphonic Band, and we are graduating flute 

music majors who have never played piccolo.

FY2017 105 SEST SEST01

Panasonic PT-RW330U laser projectors, 

electronic projection wide screens, and 

installation for NC101, NC124, NC133, NC134, 

NC137, NC147, NC150, NC158, NC161, 

NC163, NC11801, NC11808, NC12501 labs 1 $90,000 $90,000 $90,000 $1,443,904

Much of the specialized software used in the School of Engineering, Science, and Technology requires an accurate rendering of models and objects. Instructors 

utilize a projection system to display the output of the various application software used. The current projection systems (4:3) cannot natively display the aspect 

ratio (16:10) or the resolution of the image rendered by the application software through the PC. This negatively affects the student’s educational experience 

because the image displayed on the projection system does not match the image displayed on the student PC’s. Menu’s, screen layout, and object sizes on the 

instructor’s PC differ from those of the student PC’s. A projection system that can project the same image as what is viewed on the student PC would greatly 

benefit both the instructor and the student.. This responds to the state workforce needs in engineering , and other critical need areas; and increases student 

retention and satisfaction.

FY2017 106 ACAF ADMS01 Technology 1 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $1,446,904 Continue evolution of paperless environment (Act internet etc.)

FY2017 107 ACAF ADMS01 Overnight Visitation Program 1 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $1,448,904 Give prospective and admitted students more exposure (diversity)

FY2017 108 ACAF ADMS01 Alumni/Admissions Event 1 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $1,451,904 Increase exposure and yield by having alumni assist

FY2017 109 ACAF GRAD01 Graduate Recruitment/Marketing 1 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $1,454,404 Marketing for new graduate programs

FY2017 110 ACAF GRAD01 Recruitment/Research Support 1 $4,800 $4,800 $4,800 $1,459,204

Hire a Graduate Assistant: The Graduate Recruitment and Admissions Office needs support with various recruitment and admissions actives and special 

projects that support our goals to increase and enhance recruitment and enrollment efforts.  The GA will also provide an opportunity for student employment

FY2017 111 ACAF GRAD01

Marketing/Advertisement/Recruitment - Video 

Message for broadcast/public access 

Television and Radio 1 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $1,479,204

Marketing on a broader scale is needed to promote the school of graduate studies and program offerings. Short video spots on either WFSB, CPTV, and 

FOX61 and on the graduate studies website will be needed as new graduate programs are developed and when there is a need to foster growth in existing 

graduate programs.  These clips will enhance our visibility and enhance recruitment efforts in the existing competitive market.  Radio ads will add another layer 

of advertising that is needed as well.           

FY2017 112 ACAF GRAD01 Graduate Recruitment & Marketing 1 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $1,484,204

Gradschools.com is a graduate program search engine that is accessible to domestic and international prospects.  The paid listing allows for increased visibility 

and access to our graduate website from each program listing.  We also receive email and phone contact information of inquiries.



FY2017 113 ACAF GRAD01 Giveaways for Marketing 1,300 $3 $3,575 $3,575 $1,487,779 Purchase giveaways to distribute and graduate school fairs and events.  (Note: $2.75/piece is an estimate for a variety of items)

FY2017 114 ACAF GRAD01 Marketing/Advertising 1 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $1,493,779 Sponsorship for July 2016 Greater Hartford Festival of Jazz, which attracts over 70,000 people from the U.S. and Canada

FY2017 115 ACAF ACO001 Scanner/Copy/FAX machine 1 $3,100 $3,100 $3,100 $1,496,879

Last budget year we requested  a higher capacity office copy machine because the equipment in the office was inadequate and due to the wear and tear of the 

copiers they were about to expire.  They were replaced by smaller copiers for FY2015 however, the higher capacity office copy machine is still needed given 

the increase in volume of services offered to student.   We were provided with funds to purchase a temporary copier with the intention of requesting funds to 

purchase a desperately needed office copy machine.  This is equipment that is necessary for day to day operations of my office.  I am constantly making 

copies of prospective transfer student documents to review and assess during our meetings.  Students will also fax materials for our review.

FY2016 116 ACAF ADMS01 Promotional Gifts 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $1,506,879 Increase awareness to prospective students

FY2017 117 ACAF CIE001

Support for Faculty International 

Research/Travel Grant Program (FIRTG) 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $1,521,879

Funds are sought for the establishment of a Faculty International Research/Travel Grant Program (FIRTG).  The FIRTG seeks to enhance the 

internationalization efforts of CCSU.  The FIRTG will support initiatives/activities that contribute to the mission of CIE and that are consistent with the 

international teaching, research, and outreach goals of the university.  It is expected that the awards will support substantial activities that are central to the 

discipline and important to the faculty member’s work.  

FY2017 118 SEST CHEM01

Purchase of micropipetters for Analytical and 

Environmental Chemistry Labs 1 $2,465 $2,465 $2,465 $1,524,344

The increased sensitivity of modern instrumentation permits analysis of very small volumes of fluids but accurate delivery of microliter volumes is not possible 

with the traditional pipets used in chemistry labs. Microscale chemistry is also advantageous because smaller reagent volumes are required that, over the long 

term, reduces cost and chemical waste.  We are updating our analytical and environmental chemistry labs to provide our chemistry students with relevant 

expertize including the ability to accurately pipet microliter volumes.

FY2017 119 SEST CHEM01

Corona 1010 Nitrogen gas generator for the 

UPLC and HPLC instruments 1 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $1,530,344

Last year we received Capital Bond funds for the purchase of an ultra high performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system and this has now been 

incorporated into upper level courses in Instrumental Methods (Chem 402) and Biochemistry Lab (Chem 455) as well as the research programs of Dr. 

Chakraborty and Dr. Maurer. The detector requires a steady stream of nitrogen gas which is currently purchased in cyclinders. The estimated cost for the 

nitrogen supply for the UPLC is $900 p.a. For long term cost efficiency, it is preferable to use a nitrogen generator which will extract the gas from air in the 

laboratory. This will ensure a steady supply of gas of consistant high quality with no threat of diminished availability if OE funds run out.

FY2017 120 SEST MCM01

Purchase of downloadable video files from 

SME. 1 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $1,545,344

This will provide funds for entire department to select appropriate videos from the SME catalog for download. The files are stand-alone video files that each 

faculty can select copies of. Our department has made increasing use of online course management (i.e. Blackboard), and also make extensive use of class 

time for laboratory exercises, projects, and field trips Also, there are a lot of additional videos that the Manufacturing Management and Robotics & 

Mechatronics Engineering Technology (and certainly other) curricula can make use of. Finally, the SME videos are very engaging, and if in a digital format and 

shown in class, students who are absence can be asked to view them outside of class so that they do not miss the material. Most videos come with teaching 

aids such as outlines and quizzes.

FY2017 121 SEST CHEM01 Fluorescence Spectrometer 1 $38,827 $38,827 $38,827 $1,584,171

The American Chemical Society requires that students in accredited programs receive both theoretical and practical instruction in fluorescence spectrometry. A 

fluorescence spectrometer is considered to be basic instrumentation in research or industrial lab and funding agencies, such as the NSF, will not entertain 

proposals to purchase this type of instrumentation only bigger, cutting edge technologies. Therefore this one-time funding opportunity is critical for this 

instrument upgrade. Our existing fluoresence spectrometer is 15 years old and has limited capabilities for modern research applications. It has broken down 

several times over the past three years and the most recent repair is a "patch" since actual repair parts are no longer available. It was estimated to last one 

year by the repair technician. If this instrument fails again, several labs will have to be cancelled and we will no longer meet our accreditation standards. The 

research progress of two faculty members (Chackrabory and Maurer) will be serioulsy impacted as well as that of their students. Students are currenty 

engaged in research projects that they hope to present at American Chemical Society udergraduate symposia in the next two years and, thereby, increase their 

chances of being accepted into a good graduate program in chemistry or biochemistry.

FY2017 122 SEST BIO001

SonTek Flow Tracker 2 Advanced Handheld 

ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter) 1 $11,110 $11,110 $11,110 $1,595,281

This is an acoustic Doppler current meter for use in freshwater and marine applications. Useful for 2D and 3D current measurement in lake, river, stream, and 

coastal marine locations. The electromagnetic current meter is limited to larger stream depths than they frequently encounter, limiting its usefulness, plus it is 

older technology and students going on for employment in the field and grad school are more likely to encountered the newer acoustic Doppler meters.This 

meter would be extensively used in the courses listed below, impacting students at the 300, 400, and 500-level. It would also be utilized in numerous 

undergraduate student research projects and in gradaute student research

FY2017 123 SEST BMS001 EMT training additional costs 1 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $1,597,281

Funds to cover additional instructors for EMT training. Course is required for athletic training and many BMS students for their future career plans - Meets CT 

workforce needs

FY2017 124 SEST CHEM01 Purchase stocks of biochemical reagents 1 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $1,599,781

Chem 455: Biochemistry Laboratory is, by far, the most expensive course for basic lab supplies.The cost of single-use kits has increased significantly in recent 

years while our OE has remained flat. Furthermore, following introduction of the Biochemistry minor, we anticipate that demand for this lab course will increase 

and one or two additional sections will be required each year. However, if we can purchase the reagent kits in bulk, the cost would be significantly discounted.  

In addition, for some experiments, if we can purchase sufficient quantities of individual reagents, we will invest the time in setting up our own kits.    This will 

make it possible to offer multiple sections of this course for the next 3- 5 years with no additional strain on our OE.  Therefore we are requesting an investment 

in the future of the Biochemistry Laboratory course.

FY2017 125 SEST TEE001 Makerbot desktop 3D printer Bundles 2 $4,100 $8,200 $8,200 $1,607,981

Three D printing has become an ever increasing part of our design based curriculum. As a result, we use our current Dimension 3D printer in seven of our TE 

classes as well as a tool to support faculty research projects. We have been experiencing 3D printing bottlenecks as our need for 3D printed parts has 

increased. The addition of these two new 3D printers will provide an economical means to reduce those course and faculty research bottlenecks.As of 

September 2015, our current Dimension 3D printer will have been in service in NC 101 for 5 years. While it has served us well during those years, a 5 year old 

3D printer is rapidly becoming dated technology that is excessively expensive to operate. Our plan is to phase out this piece of equipment within the next 3 

years and replace it with multiple, less expensive desktop machines that represent the most current 3D printing technology and are less expensive to own and 

operate.

FY2017 126 SEST CEGT01

RFID Workflow Components Package 

(Devices/Tools) 1 $6,766 $6,766 $6,766 $1,614,747

The new degree program i.e. B.S. degree in Digital Printing and Graphics Technology utilizes multiple laboratory components for: Scanning, Design, Color 

Management, Printing, Finishing, Distribution, and RFID applications. The main Graphics Technology laboratory consists of 30 computers, an EPSON 11000XL 

high-end scanner, an Inkjet Webfed Wideformat Roland Display Graphics printer, and a Sheetfed Digital Press KM-C6000.The activities for RFID workflow are 

part of Graphics Technonology new curriculum. The printer (ZEBRA RZ400 RFID printer) will be used in full academic year (Fall to Spring Semesters). 

Lessons/lab activities have been already created. The printer (RFID label output device) will open new doors for our students to investigate current 

developments in the automatic identification of objects and the potential opportunities that are waiting for the printing companies in the printing of RFID tag 

printing business.

FY2017 127 SEST PHYS01 Helmholtz Coil & Narrow Beam Tube Set 1 $4,121 $4,121 $4,121 $1,618,868

The Helholtz Coil and the Narrow Beam tube are used in the standard Electron charge to mass ratio experiment for the Intermediate Physics II Lab. The charge 

to mass ratio experiment is one of the foundations of Modern Physics. It enhances the students' understanding of the basic laws of physics. The current 

equipment is old and does not work as well. The needed replacement uses a design that improves the precsion of the experiment.

FY2017 128 SEST BIO001

Leica DM750 microscopes  (Set of 18 

mircroscopes) 1 $121,873 $121,873 $121,873 $1,740,741

Biology students at Central currently lack exposure and training to the higher-level microscopy skills important in many jobs as well as areas of graduate study. 

Microscopes in the department lack the capabilities for Kohler illumination or phase contrast microscopy that are important techniques for upper-level biology 

students to learn. This level of microscopy is important in classes such as Microbial Ecology (BIO 315), Biology of Marine and Freshwater Algae (BIO 425), 

Ecology of Inland Waters (BIO 434), Aquatic Pollution (BIO 438), Stream Ecology (BIO 540) and Coastal Ecology (BIO 508/509), as well as others. Students 

would benefit greatly from being able to learn advanced microscopy skills and to observe live and preserved specimens at much greater resolution than is now 

possible in the department.

FY2017 129 SEST PHYS01

Equipment Upgrade - Physics and Engineering 

Physics Research Lab (Battery tester, Glove 

box & Crimping machine) 1 $51,403 $51,403 $51,403 $1,792,144

This request is to expand research facilities in materials research lab of the Department of Physics and Engineering Physics. The equipment being requested 

will allow students and faculty to carry out research in energy storage devices. This is an interdisciplinary research and students from various departments e.g 

physics, Engineering, chemistry can take participate in this research. It will provide much needed up to date cutting research skills to our students and allow 

them to compete with graduates from other institutions. The extension of the research capabilities of the Materials Physics lab will allow us to write more 

effective proposals for external grants to support our programs. It will also allow us to proceed with new American Physical Society suggestions for involving 

undergraduates in cutting edge research.

FY2017 130 SEST MCM001

CNC 3-axis Vertical Milling Machine with 

automatic tool changer 1 $55,391 $55,391 $55,391 $1,847,535

This machine will complement the equipment in our CNC lab space in NC 145, as well as that in NC 118. By adding a new Haas machine, this will bring our 

count of CNC mills in NC 145 to four, allowing more time for students to experience the hands-on learning that this course is set up for. Additionally, as the NC 

118 student project/prototyping lab is set up with Haas machines, it will be prudent to have our students in MFG 216 (and I propose ME 216) to learn Haas 

machine operations. With the control simulator, this can be done both safely in a siumulation setting as well as with the creation of actual parts. This way, 

students can learn Haas machines on the machines set up for teaching in NC 145, and will be more capable of operating the project machines in NC 118 for 

their senior projects.

FY2017 131 SEST PHYS01 Cimel Sunphotometer and satellite uplink kit 1 $56,564 $56,564 $56,564 $1,904,099

The equipment would be used in the Advanced Laboratory Techniques course, in student and in both faculty and student research.  It complements the CCSU's 

current Laser Radar equipment called the Micro-Pulse Lidar (MPL) system and the CLidar system, which we obtained through  National Science Foundation 

Grants. The MPL can be used to measure atmospheric aerosols for air pollution and global change studies.  The Cimel sunphotometer requested provides  total 

atmospheric aerosol optical depth measurements and aerosol angular light scattering measurements, which, when combined with data from our two laser radar 

systems, offer new capabilites in atmospheric studies. This is expected to lead to new student and faculty research projects and publications which enhance the 

stature of CCSU and the SEST school, and to offer new avenues for external funding proposals



FY2017 132 SEST GEOL01

CITL Mk5 Optical Cathodoluminescence 

Microscope Stage 1 $33,000 $33,000 $33,000 $1,937,099

This Cathodoluminescence Microscope Stage can be used in the ESCI 223 (15-20 students per year) and ESCI 460 students (2-4 students per year working 

with Wizevich) for characterization of rock cements and relate these to how the rocks formed or were modified after formation. For ESCI 460 (4-5 students per 

year working with Evans), senior projects would be devised that integrate CL reponse to fluid inclusion studies. This is an area in high demand by the oil and 

gas industry. In addition, the CL stage would aid in getting external research funds, as Evans already has funding from NSF and the Petroleum Research Fund. 

Currently, Evans and his students need to go to UMass to use the SEM-CL there. Although the resolution of the requested unit is not as great as the SEM-CL, 

students could use this unit at CCSU anytime.

FY2017 133 SEST

GEOL01 & 

CHEM01

Inductively-Coupled Plasma Optical Emission 

Spectrometer (ICP-OES) 1 $91,600 $91,600 $91,600 $2,028,699

The Inductively-Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) is a high priority instrument that will be an essential resource to Geological 

Sciences, Chemistry and Biochemistry, as well as Biology. A most important component of the Geological Sciences curriculum is providing students with 

practical research experience through GSCI 460 Senior Project.The ICP-OES will be essential to determining low levels of concentration of arsenic and other 

contaminants from groundwater and sediment samples, which will help us to develop a mitigation/remediation strategy.ICP-OES will be beneficial to a number 

of classes in Geological Sciences department such as GSCI 450: Environmental and Enginering Geology, GSCI 490: Environmental Geochemistry, GSCI 490 

Soil Science, GSCI 135: Environmental Geosciences Lab, GSCI 431: Hydrogeology and GSCI 290: Field Methods.This instrument is also a critical need for 

Chemistry and Biochemistry. It would fill a hole in the analysical capabilities of the department by providing parts per million to parts per billion analyses of 

metals. Chemistry courses impacted include: CHEM 402 Instrumental Methods in Analytical Chemistry, CHEM 406 Environmental Chemistry, CHEM 462 

Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, Chem 490 Independent Study in Chemistry.The ICP-OES is our high priority equipment request, it will compliment our existing 

instruments, which will beneift student's research in Geological Sciences and Chemistry an Biochemistry and help the retention and growth rates of our 

programs. it will also increase our student's workforce readiness.

FY2017 134 SEST MCM01

Stratasys 3D Printer with educational package - 

(Tied to FY 2017 One-Time Maintenance 

Request above) 1 $168,106 $168,106 $168,106 $2,196,805

This 3D printer represents the latest technologies of polymer printing technology (polyjet) with very precise builds for actual production parts.  This new OBJET 

3D printer will provide not only increased accuracy and resolution, but the ability to utilize different materials, colors, and controlled material properties. This will 

allow this laboratory to produce parts for research and class projects. Additionally, this will produce production parts that can be used as components or 

complete assemblies for a variety of class and research projects. Finally, investment in this technology will represent the SEST's commitment to pursuing the 

latest trends in manufacturing technologies.In current state, we are limited by faculty time/skill to create tooling and parts using machining technologies. Current 

3D printers are limited in end use due to limitations in resolution, accurace, and material strength. Without this new machine, we will continue to be limited in our 

ability to create tooling and components to support our academic and research programs. Additionally, we will fall behind in the state of our manufacturing 

technology.

FY2017 135 SEST PHYS01 Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) Q2000 1 $56,100 $56,100 $56,100 $2,252,905

This request is to upgrade the materials research lab of the Department of Physics and Engineering Physics. The equipment being requested will allow an 

expansion of current research opportunities for students and faculty, especially for the planned Engineering Physics program as well as interdisciplinary 

research since they all have wide ranginging applications in various disciplines including Engineering and Chemistry. It will extend our current thermal analysis 

capabilities to low tempaeratures and provide much needed up to date cutting reseasrch skills to our students and allow them to compete with graduates from 

other institutions. The extension of the research capabilities of the Materials Physics lab will allow us to write more effective proposals for external grants to 

support our programs. It will also allow us to continue to proceed with new American Physical Society mandate for involving undergraduates in cutting edge 

research.

FY2017 136 SEST PHYS01

Framing and installation of “Century of Physics” 

and Physics Nobel Prize posters 1 $4,253 $4,253 $4,253 $2,257,158

The posters will be strategically placed in the hall ways near the Introductory physics labs so all SEST students will be exposed to them. Students will be able 

to make links between the physics they are learning and real world applications, and generally learn about physics and its role in everyday life and current 

technologies. The students, on a regular basis, will see for themselves, the relevance of what they are learning and thus encourage them to take their physics 

more seriously and also look for applications of the physics they learn in their majors.

$782,209 $1,474,949 $2,257,158

 One-Time requests should be requests that can be completed and paid for in the current fiscal year.  Do not include any requests that cover multiple fiscal years (e.g. three year membership).

 Due to possible tax implications, do not include any Capital Requests for ITBD, student center, food service/dining halls, bookstore or residence life.  These requests should be included under the One-Time category only.

 Do not include requests for technology type items that cannot be supported by IT.

 Do not include requests that would be considered a project - these requests should be submitted to the Chief Administrative Officer.

   

Budget/Budget FY17/Budget Instructions/Onetime-Capital Request 

Removed since Graduate Program Fee (Tier II fee) approved in the FY17 Tuition & Fee Request:

FY2017 6 SOB BUSN04

UA to assist MBA faculty advisor. Funded in 

future by Graduate Program Fee 2 $20,000 $40,000 $40,000 Advising and administrative support for graduate students is critcal for their retention, satisfaction with the program, and future employemnt outcomes.

FY2017 28 SOB BUSN01

MS Accounting startup costs - Admin support & 

student software - funded in future by Graduate 

Program Fee 1 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 Advising and administrative support for graduate students is critcal for their retention, satisfaction with the program, and future employemnt outcomes.


